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ABSTRACT
an experiieit is in progress c: ctaracreriie the visible light produced vben a Ti foil is
iiursed ii the M A ] kX, 43 SeY beat. Results obtained to date indicate that tie optical
condition of the foil surface is a critical deteriinart of these characteristics, aits a
verr narrot angular distribution obtained iaea a highly polished ana flat foil is used.
These data are consistent vies the present hypothesis that the light is produced by
transition radiation. Incoiplece eiperiiests to deteriine the foil angle dependence of the
detected light and its poiariiation are suuarized and retaining expedients are described.
Introduction
Visible light produced by electrons striking titaaiui
and carbon foils is used to deteriine the priiary current
density profile in the advanced lest accelerator UT1) and
Ixptriititil Test accelerator tttt) at the U n e n c e
Literiore latioual libotttory. is iiage of the visible
light is foried using conventional optics u d TV caieras,
and the iiage intensity is assuied to be proportional to
the current density(l,2J. The lechanisi of light
generation at the foil surface has not been clearly
established aid there is s o u concern that its intensity
tay sot be a reliable lonitor of priiary current density
under the conditions of the ATI beat, i.e. M O aA
current, up to 100 kA/ci current density, and 40-50 Set
electron energy. Consequently, expedients have begun to
identify the light generation tecbanisi(s) and deteriine
the reliability of foil light for diagnostic application
1
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tight produced by electros beus at foil surfaces has
beet studied since tie early days of vacuui tubes.
'tilienfeld light* [3) fas couonly observed at the anode
of discharge tubes. Fluorescent processes acre often
suspected, but careful studies shoied that lot energy
electron (up to a few huodred kefl produce plasia
oscillation aiosg conduction electrons both at the the
surface aid iatarior of m i l l . These oscillation
produce radiation ia a broad spectru about the plasn
fregueacy, ihicb ii oftei in the visible or 07 regions ii
lot Z letals. 'Lilienfeld light' later becaie knetn as
•plasia radiation* or 'plasion light*. Its abundance and
properties depeid on the optical attenuation and
dielectric properties of the wdiui as tell as electron
energy. Good revieis of the literature are fouid in
references 4-1.
Frank aid Cinsburg[J) sboied that a tore abuidait
'tranaitioa radiatioo* is produced by relacivistic
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electrons iid hundreds of papers have confined this
experiieiully. Sood revien appear in references 1-8 and
10-17. Transition radiation is observed ihnever
relativistic charged particles pass through the dielectric
interface at the surface of dielectric or utal foils.
This pbeooieioi has been used successfully to deteriine
the current deniity profile and energy of accelerator
beau by lattsii[14,17,ii] aid that application has been
revieied in references 16-21.
Flasia radiation, Cerenkov radiation, and trausiticu
radiation are closely related. Flasia radiation is
iaportant as a light source for loi energy electrons
accoipaiying :;e beai. It is eiitted ii a very broad
angular distrisstioa froi both surfaces of the
foil[4.5,12,22-241. The angular distribution varies aitb
photon wavelength, peaking near the foil norul at long
nvelengths and along the foil at short nvelengths. it
interiediate >avelengths abere the light frequency is
tfice the plasia frequency, the peak occurs at 45' to the
foil nonal. This lechanisi could play an important role
ahen a foil is at 45' to the beat and light is detected
norial to the beat. Cerenkov radiation is generated
lithin the foil aid is usually uniiportant ia utal foils
due to attenuation. In addition, it is eiitted only in
the forrard direction and at stall angles to the beai in
the case of 40-50 Hel electrons in utal foils those
dielectric constant is near unity.
Transition radiation is eiitted froi both surfaces of
a foil and the yield per electron increases rapidly vita
electron energy. Its spectrui is a broad continuui but
the light is eiitted into a narrot conical shell froi eac:
surface thick peaks at *=l/r and is 1/r in tidth (here r
is the electron energy in units of the rest last. Lie::
eiitted it the fottard direction (froi the electros exit
surface) is syuetrical about the b e u u d independent of
foil angle. Backward radiation (froi the entry surface:
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is eiitted iato a conical shell *hose axis lies in the
direction of specular reflection of the besi and its apex
angle is the saae as the fc:«ard ceneil.ll!. !artsii[17]
siiplifies the predicted yield tj:

is less than 100% and the angular distributions of the
parallel and perpendicular polarized coiponents of the
light are distinct. The parallel coiponent tends to peak
atay froi the specular reflection axis at an angle l.T asd
pass through a linitut at the axis. The perpendicular
cotpoaeoc peats at the specular axis and its sagc::uae is
II)
very sensitive to the seal divergence and tisaiignseat.
in both cases the dependence of detected light :o foil
there i is the angle becteen the line of observation and
angle is very sensitive to the angular divergence of :he
the direction of specular reflection of the beat, i - i i t .
beat and/cr the angle betfeen the radiation and
asd t is tie coiplex dielectric constant of the foil at
observation planes, i.e. the beat tisalignient. Thus the
the radiation meiength. Thus the light detected norial
set polarizatioa, F. is a sensitive function cf teas
to the beat froi the back of the foil aill vary tith the
divergence and foil angle, field of parallel and
foil angle relative to the beat.
perpendicular polarized transition radiation as i function
of foil aagle has been calculated for Ti foils is the ATI
Transition radiation is polarized is the radiation
beat based on the fonalas of Ter-BihaelianfS).
plane idefined by the electron velocity and the vietisg
Calculated yields at 500 nt were convoluted with divergent
axis) and its intensity passes through zero at the cone
incident electron distributions assuied to be Gaussian
axis. On the back side of the foil the radiation plane is
defined by the foil norial and the electron velocity. The •iti 1/e asglts in the range 0-35 irad. These results
•ill be discussed later rich the experiiestal data
observation plane defined by the viewing axis and the foil
obtained to date. let polarization fas also detertised
norial lay not coincide tits the radiation place, then
froi eg. 3 for the calculated profiles. Results are shots
the usitent beat is divergent or tisaligned, sou
in figure 1. Tio sets of calculations are shorn
electrons have son-zero velocity norial to the observation
corresponding to divergent bens aligned aith their axes
plane and generate light ihich is not polarized in that
in the observation plane and inclined at in angle 10 irid
plane. The net polarization, defined by eg. 1 below,
to the plana.
P* Hi - It)
Experiiest
III • M
(21
Linked access to the 1TA beai lade it necessary to
visa Ti foil li;ht norial to the electron heal, figure 1
1.0 rs~
shots the exper::ent configuration. Background light
sources due to tie electron injector, fluorescence in
benzene gas used for beai transport, and the M laser
used to ionize the benzene are hidden froi viet by the
offset in the beatlise. The foil m i tas a 0.76 ti thick
disk of Ti backed up by a 1.5 u thick disk of carbon to
protect the tiggler is case of foil failure, lotation
through 180* allots carbon foil light to be studied as
tell. Both foils fere approxiiately 25 at diaieter asd
a.
o.o large cotpared to the usual 5-10 u diaiett-r beai spat.
Light produced at the foil tas transported through a
guartz vacuus thdot and through air over four large
airrors to a ssall osriscope at a distance of 1 1 1 . the
-0.5 1 ci' periscope aperture determines the angular
acceptance is the experiitnt. The periscope had a
rotatable polarizer asd provision for wavelength filtering
but so filtering tas used in the ezperiiests thus far.
Durisg the experiieot the foil angle (angle between
44
45
46
47 the beai and the foil norial) tas varied nolle the vistisg
Foil angle (degrees)
axis retained serial to the beai. 1 polarizer is the
optical path traosiitted light polarized either
perpendicular or parallel to the observation plane.
Experitests tere also carried out while the polarizer tas
Figure 1. Predicted set polarization vs. foil angle.
rotated at fixed foil angle. Beai current and centroid
Corves correspond to b e a u tith divergence 0, 1.5,
position tere usitored using tall current lonitors. Cne
1:7, 17.5, and 35 irad divergence. Solid corves shoi
pair of tonitors tas located on either side of the foil as
predictions then the heat is in the observation plane
shorn in figure 2, and one pair fas located iiiediateiy
and dashed carves shot predictions sben the beat is
upstreai froi the foil.- Beai position deteriised at tto
inelited at an angle of 17 irad to that plane.
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Another scan tas taken »itb a polished fi foil. The
surface of this foil ras tested by reflecting a iele laser
bean free it and deteriining the divergence of the
reflected light, which u s generally about 1 irad. In the
data ihoin the absolute intensity >as not deteriined, but
the photouitiplier detection efficiency and gain sere nut
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Figure 2. Iiperiieit configuration for foil light
leasureunts in the M l b e u .
adjacent unitors tas used to usitor the beat slignient.
The visible beat spot ias siialtueoulf obserred using a
IT eaieri focassed oa the foil. The electron beat eas
aligoed »ith the bealine axis osing positions indicated
by the sail current janitors tith the foil reioved. This
procedure insured that the observation and radiation
planet tore nearly coincident and that tbs laiiiu angle
bettees thei M s 5 wad. In all of the data reported
beloi the signal detected at the photomltiplier tas
integrated oier tine and normalized to the integral of the
total beai current indicated by the nail current lonitors.
lesnlts
Variation of detected light fith foil angle depends
critically on the conditioo of the foil surface as shorn
in Figure J. Too scans sere tain osing a Ti foil those
surface eat unpolished and ehich produced Terr diffuse
reflected iiagei of light soirees held near the surface.

Figure 3. Coiparison of polished (solid c u m J and
unpolished Ti foil (triangles and boxes). Data shot
detected light vs. angle betieen the beat and the fail
norial. Triangles shot data for perpendicular
polarized light and boxes the parallel coiponent.
Solid curve show perpesdicolar coipoaent for polished
foil.
changed betteeu scans. It appears that the polished foil
does not generate a brighter source of foil light.
Relative intensity norial to the b e u varies tith f:il
angle as predicted for transition radiation ihen the foil
is polished to a reasonably good optical quality.
Figure 4 shots the experimental data obtained for the
perpendicular coiponent supetiipsstd on several predicted
distributions for transition radiation. Fredieted yield
tas calculated according to Ter-Hiiaeliai(l] as before.
The several curves in the figure shot that agreement
betieen the cbserved foil angle dependence and the
transition radiation prediction is good then the beai is
assued to have a Gaussian angular distribution lith 1/e
angle 15-30 irad. The experiiectal yield data has not
been deteriined absolutely, so for purposes of comparison
in Figure I, the experiiental data and the transition
radiation calculations have been re-sealed to a uxiiui
value of unity.
Foil angle dependence for the parallel polarized
coiponent has not been deteriined as yet. These data
should provide an interesting test of the transitic:
radiation hypothesis. Figure S shoes calculations of tie
parallel polarized transition radiation intensity norial
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Discnssion
fi foil light observed on the electron entry side is
sect to be proipt aid has no observable delayed eiission
folloiitg b e u passage through the foil, the angular
distribution observed norul to the b e u is very sensitive
to the condition of the Ti foil surface. Ihei the surface
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Figure S. Calculated intensity of transition
radiation nonal to the beat for light polarized in
the observetion plane (parallell. The fatily of
curves shoe the foil angle dependence for several
assuud values of b e u angular divergence.

figure 4. Foil light polarized perpendicular cs the
observation plane. Soxes shoe the ezperiiental data
anile predictions for transition radiation at 500 ni
are indicated by solid cartes.
to the beat as a function oi foil angle. Beau tith stall
divergence produce a node at foil angle 15*. !ven then
the divergence is as large as 20 u a d or so the foil angle
distribution is flat or depressed near 45'. These
characteristics are unique and, if observed, eouid rule
oat tost other foil light generation techanists.
Foil light polarization ezperiiests are in progress
bnt are incoiplete. Heasiretents at foil angles 45. 46,
aid 46.5* are expected to provide a dear test of the
transition radiation hypothesis. Bxaiination of Figure
1 shoes that, for reasonable values of beat divergence,
the net transition radiation polarization should be large
and negative at foil angle 4S', bat till shift to a large
and positive net polarixatioi at 46*46.5*. lo other light
generation secaioiii till produce n e t a drautic change
is polarization direction eith so stall a change in foil
angle.
Tetporal dependence of the foil light detected by the
photoiuitiplier is shorn it Figure 6 and cotpared to the
beat current indicated by the tall current tonitor. The
foil light folloii the current trace closely eith no
indication of delayed eiission or saturation. It appears
to follot electron carrent linearly over the range
0-4 ia/ci«.
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Figure 6. Foil light vs. tiae [solid curve) and beat
currenc vs. tiie (dotted curve).
is polished sufficiently to provide good specular
reflection, then the foil light observed has a very sharp
angular distribution characteristic of transition
radiation. The observed angular lidtb is it good
agreetent eith predictions for transition radiation,
assuiing the incident beat is slightly divergent.
The observed characteristics rule out significant
contributions due to bretsstrahlung, Cerenaov, plasaa. :r
fluorescent light. Reflections of background light fr:a
the foil surface are not entirely ruled u t , but tie
source nuld have to be spatially stall to produce the
eiperitettal data. Its angular size totld have to be cc
larger than IS trad (hen vieeed frot the foil locatisa.

Conclasioas
Foil light expedients reported abase are iacsiplete
as yec and not conclusive. Homer, sauy hypothetical
light generation leehanisis have been ruled out by toe
data obtained up to this point. Ti foil light on the
electron entry side has characteristics coipletely
consistent litb transition radiation and i s not consistent
i i t h fluorescence, breustrahlung, Cerenkov, ci plasia
light lechanisis. Its angular distribution i s extrenely
narrci and i t is linear l i t b beat current at least up to
current densities of 4 kA/ci'. Since transition
radiation field increases rapidly »ith electron energy,
this light source i s not expected to be appreciably
s t i u l a t e d by secondary electrons or other cnarged species
acconpaaying the beat, nevertheless, its narrai and
structured angular distribution take beas pr:file
uasureients based on polished Ti surfaces using snail
aperture optics an inherently unreliable procedure unless
great care i s taken. Only diffuse reflecting foil
surfaces or large aperture optics obviate the difficnlties
inherent in a highly directional light source.
If the foil light i s , indeed, produced by transition
radiation i t should be possible to infer the bean
divergence froi a teasgreient of the foil light angular
distribution or polarization at a polished foil.
Siiilarly, the foil light iiage produced on a diffuse
surface foil should be a reliable aositor of the current
density profile of the priiary beai. Tio such
•easureients. taken together, should be helpful in
establishing the brightness of the electron beai.
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